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Abstract
I examine the behaviour of individual producer prices in the UK by
applying a semiparametric hazard function estimation. A number of
stylized facts about price setting behaviour are uncovered, and a timevarying Ss model is set up in consistent with the micro evidence. Moreover, a semiparametric hazard function is speci…ed according to the Ss
model. I estimate the hazard function which controls for observed and
unobserved heterogeneity across …rms in assessing the e¤ect of changes
in in‡ation, interest rate, oil price, industrial output, and exchange rate
on the hazard rate of price changes.
Keywords: PPI microdata; Ss rule; Cox model
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Introduction

At the heart of New Keynesian models is the assumption that nominal
rigidities - most notably price stickiness - are preventing resources from
being allocated e¢ ciently. There is a large amount of theoretical research which focused on the micro fundations of sticky prices, which is a
key element in explanations of the real e¤ects of monetary policy. However, the empirical literature on price stickiness has been relatively thin.
In recent years, large-scale data sets of individual prices, in particular
those assembled for the purpose of constructing price indices, have been
made available to researchers. The empirical research has signi…cantly
broadened knowledge about the prevalence of price stickiness, and the
characteristics of individual price changes.
One typical …nding of the empirical studies using micro price data
is that prices at the micro level remain unchanged for some periods.
And this stylised fact was documented in, among many others, Bils
and Klenow (2004), Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008), and Nakamura and
Steinsson (2008), who study consumer prices in the U.S., and Dhyne et
al. (2006) and Vermeulen et al. (2007), who give a synthesis of studies
carried out in euro area. For example, Dhyne et al. (2006) …nd that the
monthly frequency of consumer price changes is about 15% in the euro
area. These results are consistent with evidence from survey data (see
Fabiani et al. 2006).
The infrequent adjustment observed in micro price data is often described by an (S,s) rule. The (S,s) rule model indicating that there is
a range of values of state variable for which it is optimal not to adjust.
This range of state is called "band of inaction". Sheshinski and Weiss
(1977) derived the (S,s) rule from optimal price setting problem in the
prsence of adjustment cost. The ensuing empirical studies show that
(S,s) rules are convenient reduced forms which can be confronted to the
data.
However, the standard …xed (S,s) band model faces some empirical
di¢ culties. It indeed predicts that prices become more likely to change
the longer they have remained unchanged. If we de…ne the hazard of a
price change at time t is the probability that price will change after t
periods given that it has survived for t periods. The standard …xed (S,s)
band model suggests that the hazard function of price change is upward
sloping. This prediction is at variance with patterns often observed in
micro price data. Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) …nd that the hazard
function of regular prices is somewhat downward sloping for the …rst few
months and then mostly ‡at after that, and they do not …nd any evidence
of upward-sloping hazard function. Furthermore, they …nd that "the
hazard function including sales is much more steeply downward sloping
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than the hazard function of regular prices". Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008)
con…rm the …nding of downward sloping hazard function and give a
possible explaination that the downward sloping hazards re‡ect the timevarying Ss band. Gautier and Le Bihan (2011) also point out that the
hazard decreases with the the size of the threshold.
In this article, I aim to analyze the determinants of hazard rate of
price changes. Firm’s decision to change its price is described as a timevarying Ss model. The time-varying Ss model is set up in a way that
is consistent with the stylized fact I obtained from UK PPI micro data.
Then a semiparametric hazard model is set up which is in line with the
time-varying (S,s) model. More speci…cally, the hazard model is speci…ed
in form of Cox propotional hazard, which is formed by two parts: a
baseline hazard function and a function with covariates of interest. The
baseline hazard function can be seen as a term which captures the feature
that the threshold is time-varying. I estimate the semiparametric hazard
model which controls for observed and unobserved heterogeneity across
…rms in assessing the e¤ect of changes in in‡ation, interest rate, oil price,
industrial output, and exchange rate on the hazard rate of price changes.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a
discription of the PPI micro data set and some stylized facts about price
changes. Section 3 describes a time-varying (S,s) band model. Section
4 gives empirical speci…cation of the time-varying (S,s) band model and
describes the covariates of interst. In Section 5, I illustrate the estimated
results. I conclude in Section 6.
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2.1

The data set and some stylized facts
Data description

This study uses micro-dataset on producer prices collected by the O¢ ce
for National Statistics (ONS). These individual price quotes are weigted
and aggregated to form domestic Producer Price Index.1 There are
two types of PPI series: output price inices and input indeices. The
output price indices measure the change in the price of goods sold by
UK manufacturers, and input price indices measure the change in price
of goods bought by manufacturers for use in the manufacturing process.
Due to the data availability, this study only focus on the output prices.
Products are grouped with the Standard Industrial Classi…cation (SIC)
with weighting patterns based on overall sales by manufactures within
those groupings. The PPI uses sales data taken from PRODCOM survey
1
The micro data that underlie the producer price index used in this research were
made accessible via VML. The terms and condition of the VML is described in Richie
(2008).
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to update weights. Price quotes are collected from the products which
are manufactured in the UK and sold to the home market, exlcuding
VAT and after discounts. Price quotes re‡ect orders delivered in current
month, and they re‡ect actual prices achieved rather than any notional
list price. Exercise duties (on cigarettes, tobacco, alcoholic etc.) are
included to complie PPI. Above all, service sector prices are not included
in the PPI.
As stated in Morris and Green (2007), the output producer price
index (PPI), produced by the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS), is exposed to several sorces of potential error. The total error consists of two
elements, the sampling error and the non-sampling error. The random
sampling techniques are used to minimise the sampling error. However,
non-sampling errors are not easy to quantify and include errors of coverage, measurement processing and non-response. Various procedures
are in place to ensure that errors are minimised. Validation checks on
data, based on percentage movements from quarter to quarter,are conducted to highlight unusual price changes for items. Disparities in data
are investigated by contracting respondents if not explained on the returned form. Letters are sent to respondents where no price change has
been evident for eighteen months and analysts liaise with respondents
to ensure that the prices they provide meet the speci…ed criteria.
The …nal dataset that our analysis is based on included approximately 960; 000 individual producer price quotes, covering 24; 000 products by 12; 000 …rms. Our sample covers the period between January
1998 and February 2008. The PPI basket is updated annually to incorporate new products and changes in demand patterns for existing
products. While there are around 1; 050 products are present in our
data set for all 122 months, less than 5% of total. On average, a product
is included in our "raw"2 data set for about 37 months.
The PPI computer programs impute for non-response in the most
recent few months. Thus if the price £ 14.99 is recored for a speci…c item
in date t, but the price information becomes unavailable for following
9 months. Then the PPI computer programs let the prices for that
9 months remain at £ 14.99. Imputation can help avoid the data gaps,
mitigating the problem induced by censored price spells. However,as the
duration of missing price quote keeps longer, an unobserved price change
becomes more and more likely. Another disadvantage of imputation is
that they are not true price observations but are "pseudo observations",
which would introduce an upward bias in the estimation of the duration
of price spells. Therefore, we discard the price spells with imputation
2

Here "raw" data set means the data set provided by ONS without any …tering
or manipulation.
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prices. Above all, Imputation represents about 3% of our PPI research
dataset.
In our PPI dataset, we do not have weights which are attached to
individual price quotes before 2003. Following Nakamura and Steinsson
(2008) and Gopinath and Rigobon (2008), we obtain value weights for
the PPI at the four digit SIC commodity code, then divide the value
weights equally within the four-digit code, calculating the weight for each
price quote within the same item group by same method. Although the
calculated weights are not necessarily equal to the actual PPI weights,as
the result of a robustness check shows,the e¤ect on aggregate measures
of the statistics described in next section is trivial.
Censoring is an important characteristic of price data, and it needs
to be taken into account. Censoring is de…ned as when the failure event
occurs and the subject is not under observation. In our sample we have a
total of 162,731 price spells. Of those, 122,462 (75.25%) are uncensored,
18,681 (11.48%) are left censored, 15,787 (9.7%) are right censored, and
5,801 (3.6%) are double censored.

2.2

The frequency of price changes

The frequency of price changes can be de…ned as the ratio of the number
of non-zero price changes observations divided by the total number of
observations.Following previous studies (e.g. Alvarez et al, 2010; Bunn
and Ellis, 2012), the observations that there is no information on the
price in the previous month are dropped from our sample. Because it is
not possible to measure whether the prices has changed for these observations.As reported in Table 2.2, for all items in our sample of producer
prices, the weighted average frequency of price change is 25.1%. It means
that about a quarter of prices change each month. This result is similar to the estimate in Bunn and Ellis (2012), in which they claim that
an average of 26% of UK producer prices changed each month. Moreover, our result is somewhat higher than Alverez et al.(2010) for Spain
(21%), Cornille and Dossche (2008) for Belgium (24%), Dias et al. (2008)
for Portugal (23%), Stahl (2006) for Germany (23%). Our result is almost the same as Gautier (2008) for France (25%), and Nakamura and
Steinsson (2008) for the U.S.(25%).3 Above all, the producer prices are
changed infrequently, and this is against a few theoretical pricing models
which predict that prices would change every period, (e.g. the sticky information (Mankiw and Reis, 2002); Calvo with indexation (Smets and
Wouters, 2003); Quadratic costs of adjustment (Rotemberg, 1982). As
3

However, we must notice that this is a very rough comparison. Because in each
country’s PPI data, the samplin scheme and the weight scheme are di¤erent. Furthermore, the time periods covered in each study are country speci…c.
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Main component
Energy
Consumer food products
Consumer non-food non-durables
Consumer durables
Intermediate goods
Capital goods
All items

All changes
65.9
24.6
15.0
17.7
25.1
18.6
25.1

Increases
39.0
13.9
7.6
8.9
14.1
10.1
14.0

Decreases
26.9
10.7
7.4
8.8
11.0
8.5
11.1

Table 1: Percentage of UK producer prices that change each month
discussed in Chapter2, a menu cost model can be easily calibrated to …t
the observed frequency of micro price changes.
The frequency of price changes varies substantially across product
sectors. The ‡exibility of prices is the largest for energy sector, in which
about 66% of prices change each month. The prices of intermediate
goods and consumer food products change more frequently than capital
goods and consumer durables. Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2.2 report
monthly frequencies of price increases and decreases respectively, for all
items and the main product groups. Column …ve reports the proportion
of price decreases over the total number of price changes. Over 44% of
price adjustments are price decreases, which gives evidence against the
downward nominal rigidity hypothesis.
There is also a considerable heterogeneity in the frequency of price
changes at the 2 digit industry level. As can be seen from Table 2.2, the
prices of clothing and lether change least often among all of the 2 digit
industries. While the price of petrol and secondary raw materials change
far more often than that of the other 2 digit industries. Clothing is the
only industry with the share of price decreases over the total number of
price changes larger than 50%. In another word, we are more likely to
observe price cuts in clothing industry. In sharp contrast, we are more
likely to observe price increases in tobacco industry.

2.3

The unconditional hazard function

A price reset hazard function gives the probability of resetting a price
conditional on the time elapsed since last adjustment. As discussed in
Chapter2 and 3, the hazard function is important for aggregate dynamics, since it is closely related to the distribution of price spells, which in
turn a¤ects how the economy reacts to nominal disturbances.
The classic Kaplan-Meier method is widely used to estimate the unconditional hazard function, excluding all left-censored spells, keeping
all right censored spells, and treat the end of a right censored data as
5

% of price decreases
40.8
43.5
49.3
49.7
43.8
45.7
44.2

Industry
All changes Increases Decreases
Food and beverages
24.2
12.9
11.3
Tobacco
28.2
22.0
6.2
Textiles
14.6
7.9
6.7
Clothing
9.1
4.4
4.7
Leather
13.0
6.8
6.2
Wood
15.5
9.3
6.2
Pulp and paper
18.0
10.0
8.0
Media
19.3
10.0
9.3
Petrol and fuel
65.9
39.0
26.9
Chemicals
24.8
13.4
11.4
Rubber and plastic
19.5
11.4
8.1
Other non-metallic mineral products
35.3
19.0
16.3
Basic metals
39.7
23.1
16.5
Fabricated metal products
19.3
10.7
8.6
Machinery and equipment
12.8
7.6
5.3
O¢ ce machinery and computers
22.7
11.5
11.3
Electrical machinery
14.9
8.2
6.7
Radio and TV equipment
17.6
9.1
8.5
Precision instruments
15.1
8.0
7.1
Vehicles
21.2
11.2
10.0
Other transport
21.4
10.5
10.8
Furniture
16.4
8.2
8.2
Secondary raw materials
65.8
34.9
30.9
Table 2: Percentage of UK producer prices that change each month by
2 digit industry
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a ’loss’ (or non-price-change). This treatment of right censored spells
is not a good one, because it leads to an under-estimate of the hazard
for each period. Dixon et al. (2012) proposed two alternatives treating censored data: (a) They exclude all censored data in estimating the
hazard function. (b) They treat right-censoring as a price-change (’loss
is failure’or LIF), which is also a strategy used by Dixon and Le Bihan
(2012). Because the longer spells are more likely to be censored. The
method (a) is more likely to overestimate the hazard in the short term.
The method (b) is the opposite extreme to the classic KM assumption
and more likely to overestimate the hazard. Figure 1 displays the hazard functions estimated under three methods. Even though the three
methods di¤er in the treatment of right-censored spells, they all generate similar hazard functions. There are three main characteristics in
Figure 1:
1 All three hazard functions display a downward sloping pattern.
2 All three hazard functions exhibit signi…cant spikes at 12 months and at 24 months.
3 All three hazard functions exhibit that a large proportion of 1-month-length price spells.
As can be seen in Figure 1, the hazard generated from method ’LIF’
lies between the estimates from ’Uncensored’ and classic ’KM’. The
method ’KM’tends to underestimate the hazard, while the method ’Uncensored’ is more likely to overestimate the hazard in the short term.
These …ndings suggest that the ’LIF’method is a better method to estimate the unconditional hazard function. Dixon et al. (2012) also …nd
that the approaches of using only uncensored data and treating right
censoring as a price-change both resultin very similar monthly crosssectional distribution (distribution across …rms). And the calibration in
their paper actually uses the ’loss is failure’method.
The downward sloping hazard function might re‡ect the "aggregation of heterogeneous price setter". There are …rms with sticky pricing
strategies and those with ‡exible pricing strategies. The …rms with ‡exible pricing strategies are more likely to be in the "young age" zone.
As …rms become older, the share of price changes by …rms with ‡exible
pricing strategy will decrease. As argued in Alvarez (2008), only price
changes which belong to sticky …rms can be observed at high ages
An alternative explaination to the declining hazard is the time-varing
"Ss band", or the width of the inaction region (Klenow and Krystov
2008). When a …rm faces persistent idiosyncratic shock with high level,
it tends to sell a large quantity under a low price. Therefore, the pro…t
of the …rm is mainly decided by chossing the right price. This will lead
to a narrow (S,s) band. However, when the idiosyncratic shock is at
low level, the …rm’s inaction region becomes wider. Furthermore, when
7

Figure 1: Unconditional hazard function
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(S,s) band is narrow and hazard rate is high, the young prices are more
common; while the old prices are more common when (S,s) band is wider
and hazard rate is lower.

3

Time-varying (S,s) band model

The decison rule of price-setting can be described as an (S,s) rule model.
(S,s) rules are convenient reduced forms that can be confronted to the
micro data. Sheshinski et al. (1981) and Dahlby (1992) …rstly estimate
this class of reduced form models. Recently, Fisher and Konieczny (2006)
and Dhyne et al.(2011) estimate (S,s) models with random thresholds
using micro price data for many categories of product. As suggested by
Caballero and Engel (1999) and Hall and Rust (2000), models assuming a
random adjustment cost can rationalized the time-varying random (S,s)
bands, which gives rise to hazard rates that vary over time for a given
…rm.
Let pij;t 1 is the actual price of a product i within the industry group
j at time period t 1, pijt is the optimal price at period t. The actual
price will keep the same as long as the di¤erence between the actual
price and optimal price is less or equal to the width of inaction st . Here
we allow for time-varying pricing thresholds. Therefore, we have such a
simple speci…cation of (S,s) model, which can be written as
pijt = pij;t 1 if jpijt pij;t 1 j st
pijt = pijt if jpijt pij;t 1 j > st

(1)

As we have seen in previous section, price setting is considerably heterogeneous across industries. At the industry level, some price trajectories
represented by more frequently changing prices, while others are represented by less frequently changing prices. Therefore we can extend
model (1) to allow for time-varying and industry-speci…c pricing thresholds, which can be written as
pijt = pij;t 1 if jpijt pij;t 1 j sjt
pijt = pijt if jpijt pij;t 1 j > sjt

(2)

Let’s assume such circumstance that the in‡ation rate is positive
and steady. As time proceeds, jpijt pij;t j grows steadily4 until it
exceeds the level dictated by the rule. When the gap jpijt pij;t j
surpasses the "adjustment threshold", the price will change. Therefore,
the probability of observing a price change at time t, conditional on that
the price has been kept the same for some time periods , will be the
4

Caplin and Spulber (1987) assume the growth of money will raise pijt .
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probability that the gap jpijt pij;t j is larger than the threshold sjt ,
which is
Pr jpijt pij;t j > sjt
(3)

We can use a semi-parametric survival function to develop an empirical
speci…cation of equation (3).However, to get a good understanding of
the determinants of the hazard function, we need to analyze the factors
which can a¤ect the optimal price change.
To simply the notation, we drop the subject i, j, and let z be the
indicator of the …rm (product). Following Chapter2, we assume that
a …rm uses a linear technology to produce a di¤erentiated good. And
following most literature in this area, we strips out the capital, and leave
the labor as the only input.
yt (z) = At (z) Lt (z)

(4)

From this equation (4) , we de…ne the following variables. The …rm
produce yt (z) output in period t. In order to produce this amount
of output in period t, the …rm need to employ a quantity of labour as
Lt (z). A labour combined technology in period t can be de…ned as At (z).
Di¤erentiated goods yt (z) can be used to produce a …nal consumption
good Yt . We assume the production function exibit a CES love of variety
over a continuum of di¤erentiated goods y that are indexed by z 2 [0; 1] :
Z 1
1
1
dz
:
yt (z)
Yt =
0

And we assume the corresponding unit cost function Pt is:
1
Z 1
1
1
pt (z) dz
Pt =
:
0

where pt (z) denotes the nominal price the …rm charges in period t:As is
standard in this setup, the demand for the output of …rm z is given by
yt (z) =

pt (z)
Pt

Yt

(5)

where yt (z) denotes the quantity demanded of the …rm’s good.Given
aggregate output level Yt , aggregate nominal price index Pt , and the wage
rate for each …rm as Wt (z), the …rm will choose a price that maximize
its pro…ts:
max
pt (z)

s:t: yt (z) =

pt (z)
Pt

pt (z)
Pt
10

Yt

mct yt (z)

(6)

where mct decribes the …rm’s marginal cost function. Solving the …rst
order condition of the model (6), we can get the optimal price pt (z) =
mct Pt , which is just the markup pricing condition of monopolistic
1
competition. If we assume the Pt grows with the in‡ation rate P_t = t ,
then we can describe the gap jpijt pij;t j as a function of in‡ation
and the change in marginal cost. Since the change of optimal price is a
function of the in‡ation and …rm’s marginal cost, the gap jpijt pij;t j is
also an implicity function of the in‡ation and …rm’s marginal cost, given
the actual price has remain as previous optimal price for some period.
jpijt

pij;t j = F ( t ; mc
_ t ) = Z (t)

(7)

The vector Z (t) includes all the covariates of interest, and it will be
speci…ed in next section, and also the regression coe¢ cient vector will
be estimated.

4

Empirical speci…cation

In this section we develop an estimable model consisting of empirical
versions of the equation(3) and (7). It is well known that OLS is not a
good method to analyse survival data. Because it assumes the residuals
to be distributed normally, which is equivalent to say that time to an
event(failure) is assumed to follow a normal distribution. For example, if
we are thinking about an case of Calvo pricing which the instantaneous
risk of price changing is constant over time. Then the distribution of
time (duration) would follow an exponential distribution. Moreover,
the duration (time to failure) is always positive, while theoretically, the
normal distribution is supported on the entire real line. Therefore, we
will choose survival analysis (duration model). Similar approaches have
been adopted in previous studies, such as Aucremmne and Dynne (2005),
Dias et al. (2007),Fougere et al. (2005), Nakamura and Steisson (2008),
Matsuoka (2010), and Vasquez-Ruiz (2011).At its core, survival analysis
concerns nothing more than making a substitution for the normality
assumption characterized by OLS with some more appropriate for the
problem at hand.
We …rst recall that the general de…nition of hazard function. The
hazard function, in our context, investigates the probability of a price
change conditional on the elapsed duration of a price spell. The hazf (t)
, where S (t) is the survival
ard function can be de…ned as h (t) = S(t)
function, and f (t) is the density function. The survival function can be
de…ned as S (t) = Pr (T t) = 1 F (t) where F (t) is the distribution
function of the duration variable T , and F (t) 2 [0; 1]. It is always a
source of concern that the results of analyses are being determined by
11

the assumption. We would prefer a method that do not require assumptions about the distribution of failure times. Cox (1972) provided such
an option, so called Cox model. In Cox model, the e¤ect of the exogenous variable is speci…ed as multiplying a baseline hazard function by
a function that depends on the exogenous variable. We can de…ne the
hazard function of the ith cluster for the k th failure type as
hki (t) = h0 (t) g (Z; )
where h0 (t) is the baseline hazard function. The function g (Z; ) should
be non-negative, and it can be speci…ed as:
g (Z; ) = exp (Z )
Recall that the probability of observing a price change at time t, conditional on that the price has been kept the same for some time periods ,
will be the probability that the change in the gap between the optimal
price and actual price, jpijt pij;t j , is larger than the threshold sjt :
Therefore, we have
Pr jpijt

pij;t j > sjt = h0 (t) exp Zki (t) +
= exp

j

j

(8)

h0 (t) exp (Zki (t) )

where j captures the variation of thresholds among industries. h0 (t)
can be seen as a term which is implicitly a¤ected by the time-varying
threshold. In Cox model, the baseline hazard function can be estimated
separately5 by performing an analysis at each failure and only concerning with the order in which the failures occurred. No assumption is
made about the distribution of time to failure. We can obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of from Cox’s partial likelihood function,
L ( ). As proved by Lin (1994), the estimator ^ is a consistent estimator
and asymptotically normal as long as the marginal models are correctly
speci…ed.
It may be too restricted to assume that the baseline hazard function
is the same across di¤erent industries. An alternative speci…cation would
be to assume that there are industry-speci…ed baseline functions hj0 (t).
Therefore, we have following so-called strati…ed-Cox model
hki (t) = hj0 (t) exp (Zki (t) )

(9)

In order to account for unobservable heterogeneity, we follow Nakamura and Steinsson (2008) and Matsuoka (2010) to build a semiparametric hazard model with shared fraility. At the observation level, frailty is
5

We drop all the left and double censored spells. And we apply the "LIF" method
when right-censoring is treated.
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introduced as an unobservale multiplicative e¤ect on the hazard function. And the frailty is a random positive quantity. For purposes of
model identi…ability, is assumed to have mean one and variance . In
line with Nakamura and Steinsson(2008), we specify the unobserved hetergeneity as being common to all observations within the same product.
In another word, we assume that the heterogeneities are not speci…cto a
price spell, but are shared along the same price trajectory. Frailty model
can be written as
hki (t) =

i

hj0 (t) exp (Zki (t) )

(10)

where i follow a gamma distribution. We can test the exsitence of
unobserved heterogeneity by using a likelihood-ratio test of H0 : = 0.
The vector Z (t) includes some regressos varying with time which
economic theory suggests may be relevant factors in explaining the conditional probability of price change over time. From previous section, the
derivation of the time-varying Ss band model suggests that Z (t) should
includes: a) In‡ation rate, which is measured as the monthly growth
rate of the producer price index. It can be expected that the in‡ation
rate will have a positive and signi…cant e¤ect on the hazard rate of price
changes. The lead and lag of in‡ation rate could also a¤ect the probability of price change, these should also be taken into consideration. b)
Interest rate, the three-month Libor rate is chosen. Because the aggregate demand is more responsive to the Libor rate than to the base rate
as it is the benchmark interest rate that in‡uences the interest rate at
which the private sector, both corporate and personal, can borrow. c)
Oil price, a Brent series from Bloomber (Ticker:CO1 Comdty) is used.
To construct the monthly series, daily closing prices for all trading days
are averaged within the month. It is suggested that the sharp increase
of oil prices is more like past supply shocks. And high oil price may
change in‡ation expectations. d) Industiral production index. The industrial production index has been used as a proxy to measure demand
pressure. And previous …nding suggests that the probability of changing
prices varies positively with the industry sales growth. e) Nominal e¤ective exchange rate. It represents the relative value of a home country’s
currency compared to the other major currencies being traded. Two
nominal e¤ective exchange rate series (pound vs. U.S. doolar, pound
vs. euro) are used. A higher nominal e¤ective exchange rate means that
the pound is worth more than an imported currency. The change in the
e¤ective exchange rate would have both supply side and demand side
e¤ect.
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5

Estimates

Figure 2 presents the aggregate baseline hazard function estimated from
model 8. It is very similar to the unconditional hazard function. It
shows that the probability of a …rm to change its price after one month
is about 60%. This probability drops sharply to a level lower than 20%
for the second and third month. The hazard rate jumps above 20% at
the 12th month. Afterwards, the hazard function becomes relatively ‡at.
After 60 months, the hazard function becomes more and more volatile.
Because large amount of price spells are either ended with price change
or censored. All price spell will de…nitely ends before or at the end of
our sample period. Therefore, the baseline hazard rate equals to 1 at
the end of sample period.
Figure3 shows the sectoral baseline hazard functions. The baseline
hazard function in each product group (main sector) displays a downward sloping pattern which is similar to the aggregate baseline hazard.
Our …nding is consistent with the …nding in Nakamura and Steinsson
(2008). We can …nd that the 12-month spikes in baseline hazard are
quite signi…cant in all sectors, except for the energy. The baseline hazard function for energy goods di¤ers greatly from the other sectors. In
particular, the spike at 1-month is more pronounced for energy sector. In the energy sector, the …rms change their price more frequently.
Furthermore, the energy sector is characerised by very short durations
and within this sector, very few price spells are observed with duration
longer than 18 months, which makes the estimation of the hazard rates
for longer durations very imprecise. There is no price spell in energy
sector with a duration longer than 36 months. We also conduct the
log rank test to see whether the baseline hazard functions are the same
across 6 main sectors. The test result rejects the null hypothesis that
H0 : h01 (t) = h02 (t) = ::: = h06 (t)
Table6 reports the main estimation results under di¤erent speci…cation of the Cox model. The column (1) and (2) report the estimation
from the equation (8). The column (3) and (4) shows the estimated hazard rate model for price changes using the strati…ed Cox model (equation 9). The last two column (5) and (6) report the estimation result
for the shared frailty model. The table 6 report the estimated hazard
ratio rather than coe¢ cient . The hazard ratio equivalent to exp ( ).
Therefore, a hazard ratio greater than one means that the variable has
a positive e¤ect on the hazard rate of price changes. While a hazard
ratio less than one implies that the variable has a negtive e¤ect on the
hazard rate of price changes. Above all, hazard ratio equals to one when
variable has no e¤ect on the hazard rate of price changes.
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It can be seen that the estimated hazard ratio for the in‡ation variable are highly signi…cant across all speci…cations. And all hazard ratios
for in‡ation variable are relatively larger than one. It shows that the
PPI in‡ation rate positively and signi…cantly a¤ect the hazard rate of
price changes. Speci…cally, if the monthly PPI in‡ation rate increases by
1%, it will raise the probability that a …rm will change its price about
7% (hazard ratio lies with a range from 5% to about 9%), given that
the price remains the same until that time. Our result is economically
large in magnitude comparing with the previous …ndings. For example,
Cecchetti (1986) …nd that a 5% increase in the in‡ation rate raises the
instantaneous probability of price changes by 10%. However, Cecchetti
(1986) only have price data on several magzines. In our research data
set, there are over 240,000 products. Moreover, Ceccetti’s research focus on the retail shop, while our study focus on the factory gate. The
…rms at an earlier point in the supply chain may be more sensitive to the
changes in aggregate price level. However, we also …nd that, neither the
change of one-period lagged in‡ation rate nor the change of one-period
ahead in‡ation rate has a signi…cant e¤ect on the probability of price
changes.
The estimates show that the change in the interest rate will signi…cantly a¤ect the hazard rate of price changes. An 1% increase in interest
rate (Libor) rate, will lead to about 4% to 8% increase in hazard rate
of price changes. The change in oil price has a signi…cant but very
small positive e¤ect on the probability of changing prices. Moreover,
the change in industrial production and e¤ective exchange rate do have
signi…cant e¤ect on the hazard rate of price changes.
We capture the unobservable heterogeneity by using frailty model.
Notice that regarless of the choice of frailty distribution, the frailty model
reduces to non-frailty model when variance of frailty equals to zero. That
is to say, if = 0, then h (t) = h (t). The last two columns of table
6 report the estimation of . The likelihood ratio test suggests that
the null hypothesis that there is no heterogeneity present is strongly
rejected. The estimated hazard ratios from frailty model are generally
higher than the estimates from the other two models. This facts indicate
that failure to account for the unobservable heterogeneity may result in
an underestimate of hazard ratio.
Overall, it is important to stress a point that the coe¢ cents associated to the time varying regressors, which measure the state of the
economy, are in general individually signi…cant, using the likelihood ratio test, the null hypothesis that the included time varying regressors are
not jointly signi…cant is strongly rejected. Further more, even controlling
for di¤erent sources of heterogeneity, coe¢ cients associated to the time
15

varying regressors are statistically very signi…cant, suggests that the
state dependent models are likely to proved a reasonable approximation
to the micro price data underlying the UK PPI.

6

Conclusion

This study documents the main stylised facts of price-seting behaviour
of British …rms over the period Janurary 1998 to Febrary 2008. We
develop a time-varying Ss band model and use the individual prices
underlying the UK PPI to analyze the factors which can a¤ect the hazard
rate of price changes through a semiparametric survival analysis model
that fully capture observable and unobservable heterogeneities among
the individual …rms. Instead of assuming the distribution for the baseline
hazard function, we let "data speak" and avoid the situation that the
results of analyses are being determined by the assumptions and not
the data. The study presents stastistically signi…cant evidence that the
economic environment a¤ects the hazard rate of price changes, which is
consistent with the predictions in state-dependent pricing models. We
can summarized the key empirical …ndings as follows.
First, producer prices are moderately sticky. The weighted average
frequency of price change is 25.1%. The frequency of price changes
varies substantially across product sectors. There are about 44% of
price adjustments are price decreases, which gives evidence against the
downward nominal rigidity hypothesis.
Second, the unconditional hazard function displays a downward sloping pattern with annual spikes. The hazard rate is quite high at the …rst
month, which indicates that a large proportion of …rms reset their price
in short period. After correcting for …rm’s heterogeneity and estimate a
semiparametric semiparametric hazard model, the baseline hazard functions still exihibit a downward slope with relativley large 12-month spike.
The downward sloping hazard can be explained by a time-varying Ss
band model with persistent strong idiosyncratic shock.
Third, the in‡ation rate a¤ects the instantaneous probability of price
change conditional on that the price has been kept constant until that
time period. Speci…cally, a 1% increase in the in‡ation rate signi…cantly
increase the hazard rate of price change by about 7%. This result is
consistent with the analysis of the pricing behaviour of …rms using qualitative surveys, and previous probabilistic and non-parametric studies.
Fouth, the factors that can a¤ect …rm’s cost or demand will significantly a¤ect the hazard rate of price change, but in di¤erent magnitude.The change in interest rate will have a large e¤ect on the hazard
rate of price change. While the change in oil price, industrial production, and exchange rate only have very small e¤ect on the probability of
16

Figure 2: Aggregate baseline hazard function

changing prices.
Five, the unobservable heterogeneity is captured by using frailty
model. Given the signi…cance level of the likelihood-ratio test, we reject the null hypothesis that no such heterogeneity present.
Finally, our estimation results of hazard ratio are quite robust under
di¤erent speci…cations of the empirical semiparametrical hazard models.
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Figure 3: Sectoral baseline hazard function.
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signi…cant at 10%;

(2)
1:05
1:049
1:004
1:007
1:007
0:996
0:965
1:007

(3)
1:077
1:053
1:003
1:003
1:006
1:002

(4)
1:059
1:061
1:005
1:005
1:07
1:001
0:964
1:006
0:089

(5)
1:089
1:083
1:006
1:004
1:012
1:004

(6)
1:078
1:079
1:005
1:006
1:011
1:003
0:986
1:003
0:059

Table 3: Hazard rate for price changes
signi…cant at 5%; signi…cant at 1%.

(1)
In‡ation
1:075
Interest
1:039
Oil_price
1:003
Industry_production 1:002
e¤_exchange_euro
1:005
e¤_exchange_us
0:994
In‡ation(t+1)
In‡ation(t-1)
Theta
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